The new Techmath system is now operational. Please use it.
The old Techmath system has now been disabled.
The new system offers essentially all the features of the old, and also some new ones.

1. ON LINE PUBLISHING A NEW EVENT IN TECHMATH
• To publish an event please visit Techmath's site
www.math.technion.ac.il/techm
and proceed with the form in the Submission Form section. After you submit the form, an email
message will be sent to your account with a link that you can use to confirm that the form really
came from you.
• After the event is published it appears in the Techmath Page section
http://www.math.technion.ac.il/site/techm/
• A user may correct/change an announcement that he had submitted to Techmath.
In the Techmath page each announcement has a Message #: XXX
If you want to make a change in your message, enter the serial number XXX of your
announcement in the top line of the submission form and fill in the form again. The submission
will be treated as a new one and will get a new serial number. The old announcement will be
hidden. Each user may change only his own announcements!
If everything else fails, write an email to the moderator at techm@math.technion.ac.il and ask
him to correct the announcement manually.

2. SUBMISSION BY EMAIL
The new system will enable users who have submitted announcements via email to the
old system to continue submitting to the new system in exactly the same way, after they
make some minor modifications to their email templates.
You can submit an announcement by mailing it to techm2@math.technion.ac.il .

To enable your email message to be processed by our system, it must contain the following
keywords (in lower case or upper case):

NAME_OF_SEMINAR:

(or

SEMINAR: )

SPEAKER:

(You may write here also the speaker's affiliation)

TITLE:
BUILDING / ROOM:
DATE:

(only digits, dd.mm.yy or dd,mm,yy or dd/mm/yy, or yyyy)

TIME:

(hh:mm, starting time only, please use 24 hour format)

ABSTRACT:
(may consist of several paragraphs)
END_OF_ABSTRACT
The ''TITLE:'' is obligatory. Without this keyword, the mail will not be processed.
The system determines the name of your institution from your email.
∙ Copy/paste these keywords into your email and fill the details. End each section by a blank line.
∙ Please write your email message in simple ASCII format without any exotic characters,
coloured text, different fonts, html commands etc. Such exotic parts of your message may make
its content difficult or impossible for our software to process it.
∙ Please don't use "Reply" and "Forward", since they may add strange symbols.

The “ABSTRACT:” section may contain additional information, for example a link to a file.
You may also attach a pdf file to your email, and Techmath users will be able to view it
via a link that will be set up by the system.
Additional paragraphs (say, "Coffee will be served ...", etc) may appear elsewhere in your
message, but they will be disregarded by the system.

Note that email submission is less flexible than the web based submission form.

3. TECHMATH EMAIL NOTIFICATION
• Email notifications about the event reach members of our mailing lists, techmath@math and
techmath2@math .
Subscribers to the techmath@math list will be notified about events in the Technion, while
techmath2@math list subscribers will receive announcements about all other events.

• Event notification is scheduled to arrive twice. First time: ten days (or less ‐ this depends on the
date of submission and processing) before the event, and second time: one day before the event.
A daily email may contain information about several events.

4. SUBSCRIPTION
Anybody may subscribe personally to one or both mailing lists by visiting the pages:
http://leeor4.math.technion.ac.il/mailman/listinfo/techmath
and
http://leeor4.math.technion.ac.il/mailman/listinfo/techmath2
respectively. One may also unsubscribe via the same pages.
The department@math.technion.ac.il mailing list is automatically included in the
techmath@math list.

5. BUGS
• In case of bugs please write to techm@math.technion.ac.il or elias@tx.technion.ac.il

